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Untitled (1997)

"The main thing wrong with painting is that it is a rectangular plane placed flat against a
wall. " Donald Judd

With statements such as this, Donald Judd - the old master of minimal art - laid the
foundations for an artistic approach blurring the traditional boundaries between the
various visual arts. His works, which he referred to as "Specific objects", hover
ambiguously between sculpture and painting. Initial gestures of this sort opened up,
perhaps for the last time in the history of modern art, a large field of undreamt-of
formal possibilities.
The basic calling into question of traditional painting, and the dissolution of time-
honored categories, are part and parcel of Reto Boller's art. Having grown into the vast
material and conceptual possibilities of the visual arts, such as first thought up by the
pioneer generation of the sixties, this artist feels no need to partake of the evangelical
zeal of yesterday's modernism. To Boller, the dissolution of traditional categories is no
longer a goal in itself, anymore than is the demarcation of the painting medium within
its narrow boundaries, as if targeting a "fundamentalist" redefinition thereof.
Nevertheless, a preconceived pictorial idea does serve as a decisive starting point to
Boller, in his endeavor to plumb the depths of painting's artistic potential.
The escape from the picture plane, as a metaphoric movement away from the painted
panel's surface, comes across altogether forcibly in a group of Boller's works which, in
the form of relief-like pictorial structures, actually do stretch away from the wall, out
into space. Lying at the base of this liberating movement is the artist's understanding of
the picture support as a sculptural element against a wall. This - far from innovative -
outlook first led Boller to produce paintings by pouring on sizing or synthetic resin, with
which he has achieved quite some success over the last few years. In addition, it also
encouraged the sculptural to emerge from the purely painterly aspect, so to speak to go
from the 2-dimensional to the 3-dimensional. This led to a group of works which
includes his 1995 untitled work: here the artist slipped yellow polyethylene tubes over
long wood roofing laths, thus forcing the tubes into rigid shape. The tube material falls
back into its original shape only at the ends of the laths, creating a cap-like ending to
them. The individual laths are then aligned horizontally, and linked into a closed panel.
Taken as a whole, the subdued spatial expansion of this work brings to mind a
traditional panel painting in an extremely horizontal format: it is reminiscent of a
glowing color field painting, whose color nevertheless is connected to unusual materials.
Other works by Boller also were conceived to provide an interface between painting and
sculpture. One example in point is his 1996 site-specific installation of painted wood
planks at Zurich's Schöllerareal: set a few centimeters away from the wall, the planks'
strong color presence stood out against the white wall surface, creating a permanent



wall-to-plank dialogue. This approach is well exemplified by the 1997 untitled work he
set up for a show at the Galerie Mark Müller, where it was placed under a skylight at an
end wall opposite the gallery entrance.
This work is distinguished by a complex buildup of different overlapping layers. Its first
material layer consists of a rectangular aluminum sheet, appearing to be attached
directly to the wall, and imbued with the sort of pure materiality that tends to crop up,
for example, in works by Donald Judd. But Boller superimposes a grid of three vertical
over four horizontal wood roofing laths, whose visible sides are stained dark and whose
non-visible backs are coated in yellow luminescent paint. The vertical laths thus are
perceived as a glowing reflection on the gleaming aluminum sheet, as a yellow shine.
The grid pattern is continued by two further, somewhat thicker, wood planks which,
taken out from the symmetry and set in front of the grid, reach down to the ground.
These planks have a clearly defined function: statically, they hold the "painting", which -
contrary to appearances - is not fixed to the wall, and, visually, they create a link
between wall and ground. The "painting" is "grounded" and steps out into space,
becoming an actual painting-object.
The materials used by Boller for this work are only partially comprised of conventional
painting materials such as the luminescent acrylic paint on the back of the laths. Mostly,
Boller pours color - using sizing or synthetic resin as a binder - over his works, only
rarely applying it with a brush. However, in this work, the usual painting materials are
replaced by materials generally used in con-
struction, such as wood or aluminum which, if at all possible to categorize, belong more
to the sculptural realm, to the traditions of minimal or post-minimal art. These materials
allow the painting to step forth from the wall into space. Nevertheless, the relation to
the wall, and to the thus connoted painting tradition, remains perceptible. And, although
the movement away from the surface into space can already be surmised from the
choice of materials, this choice is never arbitrary. Rather, it stems from - is subordinated
to - a precise pictorial idea. As such, it seriously calls into question the values and
concepts traditionally attributed to painting. Using found materials, Boller achieves
autonomous pictorial structures that go beyond delicately balanced compositions. His
buildups relate to the entire pictorial surface, that is, the entire surrounding wall. The
horizontal-vertical grid of the work in question brings back to mind the stereotyped
principle behind twentieth-century constructivist and concrete art. In Boller's work, the
order reigning in modernism is transformed into one interchangeable structure next to
others, like a set of game elements. And in effect, a further pictorial layer is
superimposed visually and materially upon the grid, thus relieving it from its traditional
significance. For, upon closer inspection, Boller's work clearly does not target such
modernist principles as the medium's purity or pictorial coherence.
Like so many of this artist's works, this untitled piece represents a permanent latency -
between surface and space, between painting and object - of its own. Despite the
clearly perceptible stepping away from the wall, the piece does not only - or even
primarily - convey an impression of plastic volume or strong materiality. It is its distinct
relation to the wall, and thus to painting tradition, the multifarious surface occurrences
linked to its 2-dimensionality, the immaterial phenomena - the glow and reflections of
color on the sleek aluminum surface - that determine the essence of this piece. On



display at the Galerie Mark Müller, these phenomena are underscored through the
mysterious reflection of the skylight onto the aluminum sheet, conjuring up a soft glow
in a rather dark exhibition space. Such ephemeral effects are what lend decisive visual
momentum to the piece, to a work that, in the final analysis - through all the obstinacy
and liberty of its materialization - revolves around the basic questions of painterly
manifestations.
Yet, this manner of dealing with longstanding painting traditions comes across not only
in the actual break in the object's visual, but nevertheless indissoluble, relation to the
wall, nor in the differentiated color effects, but also in the work's basic pictorial
structure, reminiscent of a window. The window as something to actually look through,
painting as a gaze into a fictitious world, is a recurrent metaphor in panel painting
tradition. In Boller's work, however, the imaginary depth of the fictitious pictorial space
meets up with the real 2-dimensionality of the autonomous pictorial structure, and the
work's mysterious glow dissolves within the sheer materiality of the painting-object. The
traditional panel painting becomes an autonomous object in a world full of functional
objects. At the transition point between pictorial and real space, Boller's group of works
establishes a purely artistic discourse that pays not the slightest heed to the
enticements of the commonplace. In this manner, the artist pursues a thoroughly
deliberate strategy: gently, but relentlessly, he calls into question, shifts, enlarges upon,
and redefines traditional panel painting. He thus puts to new advantage the 2-
dimensionality to which Judd condemns painting.
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